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Sampling is nothing more than the practical application of statistics. If statistics were not available, then one would
have to sample every portion of an entire population to determine one or more parameters of interest. There
are many potential statistical tests that could be employed in sampling, but many statistical tests are useful only
if certain assumptions about the population are valid. Prior to any sampling event, the operative Decision Unit
(DU) must be established. The Decision Unit is the material object that an analytical result makes inference to. In
many cases, there is more than one Decision Unit in a population. A lot is a collection (population) of individual
Decision Units that will be treated as a whole (accepted or rejected), depending on the analytical results for individual Decision Units. The application of the Theory of Sampling (TOS) is critical for sampling the material within
a Decision Unit. However, knowledge of the analytical concentration of interest within a Decision Unit may not
provide information on unsampled Decision Units; especially for a hyper-heterogenous lot where a Decision Unit
can be of a completely different characteristic than an adjacent Decision Unit. In cases where every Decision Unit
cannot be sampled, application of non-parametric statistics can be used to make inference from sampled Decision
Units to Decision Units that are not sampled. The combination of the TOS for sampling of individual Decision Units
along with non-parametric statistics offers the best possible inference for situations where there are more Decision
Units than can practically be sampled.

Introduction

There are heterogeneous materials
and there are heterogeneous lots.
Materials can be heterogeneous in
the sense of dissimilarity between
the fundamental constituent units
of the material, e.g. particles (and
fragments thereof), grains, minerals, cells biological units … (this is
the definition of heterogeneity in
the Theory of Sampling, TOS). Lots
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can be heterogeneous in the sense
of dissimilarity between the characteristics of Decision Units (DU).
Moreover, there are types of hyperheterogeneous lots with significant
internal complexity, which can be
known or hidden. Below, lots of this
latter type are in focus.
For many hyper-heterogeneous lots with complex internal structure(s), i.e. lots containing
groups of more-or-less distinct DUs,
complete sampling is, in practice,
often impossible due to logistical,
economical or other restrictions.
Such lots cannot be sampled reliably on the basis of an assumed
distribution, i.e. the distribution of
the analyte(s) between the DUs
does not follow any known distribution, making the archetype

statistical inference based on a
known distribution inadequate.
Instead, the basis for the statistical
inference of these types of lots is
the non-parametric one-sided tolerance limit, which can be applied to
all types of lots from uniform to
hyper-heterogeneous, but which is
especially relevant for the type of
hyper-heterogeneous lots exemplified in this contribution.
This column shows the critical
importance of the application of
non-parametric statistical methods
when there are more DUs present
than can be sampled as an essential
complement to the TOS. This situation in fact occurs in very many
contexts, for very many sampling
targets and materials and lots.
What to do?
www.spectroscopyeurope.com
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Different
manifestations of
heterogeneity

There is heterogeneity, and there
is heterogeneity—there are heterogeneous materials within a DU
and there is heterogeneity between
DUs. Materials can be heterogeneous in the sense of the TOS
reflecting dissimilarity between the
constituent units of the material
(particles and fragments thereof,
grains, cells, other …) within a DU.
Readers may be familiar with this
type of sampling, see Reference
1 and further key references
therein. There is a special focus on
heterogeneity in this TOS sense in
Reference 2.
Multiple DUs can be heterogeneous in the sense of differences
between the characteristics of DUs,
which can be defined more-orless appropriately. An introduction
to sampling of lots of this type is
found in Reference 3.
Moreover, there are types of
heterogeneous lots with even
more internal complexity, which
may be known or may be hidden.

This column presents a rationale for
how to sample such hyper-heterogeneous lots, or more precisely
how to sample in the presence
of heterogeneity both within and
between DUs.

A hyperheterogeneous lot
with hidden structure

An illustrative example of a hyperheterogeneous lot shall be a
legacy nuclear waste mega-lot (see
Acknowledgements). Over a period
of 50 years, extensive decommissioning of nuclear facilities and
several temporary low-level nuclear
waste storage facilities have been
established, Figure 1, from which
waste drums can be retrieved on
demand in principle, but in practice
associated with various degrees of
logistical constraints. In total, there
are today ~66,000 conditioned
waste drums in temporary storage
depots.
In 2021–2023 the time has
come to start engaging in final
end-storage of this legacy nuclear
waste. Today there are much

stricter Waste Acceptance Criteria
(WAC) in play than was the case
in earlier decades, for which
reason there is a critical need to
pre-check “all” drums with the
aim of reaching an operative classification into three categories:
1) Cleared for “Final storage”; 2)
“Re-classification to intermediate/
high-level storage”; or 3) “Needs
further treatment”. The sampling
methodology needed for physical,
chemical and radiological inspection of selected individual drums
has been described by Tuerlinckx
and Esbensen.4
The current Herculean task is
how to inspect ~66,000 drums
for a) physical characteristics;
b) chemical characteristics; and
c) radioactivity characteristics,
which make use of very different
types of analytes. With current
economic budgets vs the prevailing practical conditions, complete
inspection of all ~66,000 drums
is likely not feasible, however
desirable. In addition, the consequences of an incorrect decision
are very serious.

Overview of hyper‐heterogeneous (hidden) lot structure
There are reasons to assume that some
similarities exist between Decision Units
within resolved families—but this needs
verification by empirical characterisation
There are other reasons to assume that the
internal between‐drum heterogeneity of
many families can be significant or major.
This also needs to be verified empirically.
Many ”families” are
small, and distinctly
different from one‐
another. There is a
broad spectrum of
families in temporary
storage depots.

The total of ~66,000 DU’s
cannot be assumed to
correspond to a statistical
i.i.d. population due to
significant heterogeneities at
all levels of drums, sub‐ and
full families.

Figure 1. Illustration of a hyper-heterogeneous lot comprised by a hierarchy of units: drums – families – lot. For the discussions
that follow, the operationally relevant DU is an individual drum.
www.spectroscopyeurope.com
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Figure 2. Illustration of inference from multiple sampled to
unsampled DUs.

It would have been nice if the
~66,000 drumsa could be viewed as
one statistical population consisting
of i.i.d. DUs with a known distribution between DUs. But because of
the 50-year complex decommissioning history it is known that lowlevel nuclear waste drums not only
differ extremely in compositional
content(s), physical constitution and
radioactivity profiles, but—horrorof-horrors from a statistical point of
view—there are very good reasons
to infer that there exist groupings
within this population of 66,000
DUs. But the degree to which such
groupings (“families” in the nuclear
expert lingo) are well characterised
and well discriminable inter alia, is
markedly uncertain; some families are suspected to be clearly
demarked, but certainly not all, or
maybe not even most.

a

In the nuclear waste realm, often waste
drums may even have their own internal heterogeneity, i.e. containing 1, 2
or 3 compressed units (called “pucks”),
which may then better reflect the optimal resolved DUs of interest, depending on the specific WAC analytes
proscribed. For simplicity in this didactic exposé of statistical methodology
however, we here stay with DUs being
synonymous with drums.
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So far, diligent archival work has
resulted in identification of some
40+ “families” or so, each with
broadly similar radioactivity profiles.
It is relatively easy to measure a
radioactive profile fingerprint of
an individual drum. 4 Due to the
marked heterogeneity hierarchy
(drums – families – meta-population), Figure 1, it was at one time
tentatively decided to try to use
“resolved families” as DUs, rather
than the entire lot, as laid out by
Ramsey.3 The main statistical issue
then was whether it was possible
to estimate how many drums would
be needed to characterise (or validate) each family with a desired
low “statistical uncertainty”. Further
comprehensive problem analysis, however, made it clear it was
necessary to increase the observation resolution to focus on individual drums as the final operative
DUs.

Statistical
methodology

The basis for the statistical sampling
which must be used for this type of
nebulous lot is the non-parametric
one-sided tolerance limit, a test that
does not depend on any distribution of measurement results. The
statistical theory behind this test is
described in many statistical textbooks.5–7

Here follows a generic sampling
plan that can be applied to hyperheterogeneous lots in general:
1) Appropriate definition of DUs—
in the present scenario, an individual waste drum.
2) Determine the Data Quality
Objectives for the project:
Project management must
decide its wish for a confidence level (X %) that no more
than Y % of the drums may fail
the chemical WAC. The confidence level and Y % shall be
determined a priori, without any
consideration of, or influence
from, the statistically required
number of samples (see further
below). If project management
decides to decree 100 % confidence that 0 % fail WAC criteria
(a common request), then there is
unfortunately nothing that can
be done. Then there must be
100 % inspection of all DUs and
there must be zero sampling
and analytical error—this is obviously an impossibility.
3) Statistical criterion: Statistical
sampling includes the possibility that some failing DUs may
be missed. This potential is to
be balanced by the tremendous reduction in sampling
and analytical costs achievable by carrying out statistical
sampling of only a fraction of
the total population of DUs. To
determine the sampling effort
required, the X confidence and
Y percent must be determined
prior to calculating the required
number of drums to be physically sampled. It is the responsibility of project management
to decide on its wish independently and a priori of working out
the sampling plan. Most importantly, do not first select the
required number of samples to
be extracted, for example based
on project economics, logistics
or some other bracketing factor,
and then accept what the confiwww.spectroscopyeurope.com
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Table 1. Statistically required number of samples to be extracted from a
population.a,b In this table, “failing” means a maximum amount that could fail, not
implying that any will fail.

Confidence level (X): 90 %
Y % DUs failing

10 %

5%

1%

Number samples

[22]

[45]

[230]

Confidence level (X): 95 %
Y % DUs failing

10 %

5%

1%

Number samples

[29]

[59]

[299]

Confidence level (X): 99 %
Y % DUs failing

10 %

5%

1%

Number samples

[44]

[90]

[459]

a

The required number of samples can be calculated for any combination of
confidence level and percent.
b
If the number of drums required to be sampled approaches the total number
(greater that 10 %) in a population (or in a resolved family or another sub-set
of the complex lot), the required number of samples can be reduced by application of the so-called finite population correction. In this case seek further
statistical assistance.
dence level and risk percent
based on this number turns out
to be. The confidence level and
risk percent must only be based
on considerations of the consequences of an incorrect statistical decision (Table 1).
Statistical clarification: The
percent of drums that may fail
does not imply that any of the
unsampled drums will fail, just
that many could possibly fail
and that this would be detectable. The number of samples
required for any combination of
confidence and proportion of
DUs can be determined from
the master equation shown in
the Appendix illustration, based
on Reference 6.
4) Action plan: Select and retrieve
required number of drums at
random from the total population of drums. It is imperative
that any drum selected in the
statistical sampling plan is fully
available for sampling and can
be extracted without any undue
restrictions in practice.
Statistical conclusion: If none
of the extracted drums fail
www.spectroscopyeurope.com

the chemistry WAC, project
management can be “X % confident that no more than Y % of
the drums fail the chemical
WAC”. Since these Data Quality
Objectives have been decided a
priori, this means that the project can dispose of all drums in
the population without further
verification regarding the operative WAC. It is noted that this
statistical test assumes that
there is no sampling error and
no analytical error. While this
cannot ever be the case, in practice it is imperative that these
errors be controlled as much
as possible to provide reliable
conclusions, see Reference 8.
However—and this is the whopper of all inferential statistics:
5) If one or more of the DUs fail
the chemical WAC criteria, the
Data Quality Objectives have
not been met, and additional
sampling and analysis of drums
must be performed.
In this case there are several
options to continue the characterisation project. It is imperative to develop such alternatives

in collaboration with all stakeholders and parties involved,
frontline scientific and technical
personal, project management,
overseeing boards a.o.
One possible course of action
could be to compare the
sampled drums with their radiological profiles to see if there is
a correlation between the radiological profile and the chemical
parameters in the WAC. There
could then, perhaps, be established a multivariate data model,
aka a chemometric model. 9 If
this is the case, it may perhaps
be possible to classify all the
drums in the population into
operative sub-populations (a
la the presently resolved ~40
radiological families) as a basis
for repeating steps 1–3 above,
specifically now addressing the
array of resolved sub-populations (“families”) individually. This
approach could be attempted
for any relevant WAC (radiological, chemical, physical, other
…). N.B. This model must be
validated on additional random
DUs, since it is easy to constrain
a model to fit the available data.
The critical issue is to test the
model, to validate the model on
a new set of randomly selected
DUs (“test set validation”). The
number of samples to verify
any model will be that same as
initially determined since the
data quality objectives do not
change. It makes no sense to try
out just a moderate number of
additional samples. The power
of non-parametric statistics
lies in the number of DUs with
which to cope with hyper-heterogeneous lots; this is a hard
problem.

Take home lesson

The objective of this issue’s contribution is to present a type of lot
heterogeneity for which all types of
parametric statistics is not applicable (based on assumed, or proven,
normal distribution, nor any other
SPECTROSCOPYEUROPE 25
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parametric distribution). While the
above approach is illustrated by a
lot with rather specific features, it
well illustrates the general characteristic for which non-parametric
statistical inference can deal with
complex, partially or wholly, hidden
structure(s).
Table 1 shows the evergreen
question raised when seeking
help from statistics: “how many”
observations or measurements are
needed in this generic non-parametric approach, presented for a
few typical cases i.e. (90, 95, 99 %)
confidence that no more than (10,
5, 1 %) DUs could be failing. The
smallest vs the largest necessary
number of samples needed to allow
this test regimen could be from
just a few to thousands, depending on the Data Quality Objectives.
The power of generalisation is
awesome, since this test scenario is
applicable to all kinds of lots (populations) where it is not possible
to sample all DUs—that’s quite a
broad swath of the material world
in which sampling is necessary!
A prominent “someone” from the
sampling community, not a professional statistician, when presented
with this non-parametric approach
for the first time, exclaimed: “But
these are magic numbers—they apply
to everything, to every lot with such
ill-defined characteristics. This is
fantastic! Where do these numbers
come from?”
The science fiction author Isaac
Asimov (Figure 3) once pronounced:
“Any sufficiently developed technology, when assessed on the basis
of contemporary knowledge, will be
indistinguishable from magic”.

Figure 3. Isaac Asimov: he knew a
thing or two about science and technology, and the human condition.
Credit: Jim DeLillo/Alamy Stock Photo

see Reference 10; or his entry in
Wikipedia.
After a “stellar” career as an
active astronaut, in 1987 he
took up a newly created post
at the Johnson Space Center as
Special Assistant for Engineering,
Operations and Safety. In this position Young became known, rightly
so, as the memo guy, producing

A perspective from
the point of view of
confidence vs reliability

John Young (1930–2018), by many
considered the consummate astronaut, was a.o. the only astronaut to
fly both in NASA’s Gemini, Apollo
and Space Shuttle programmes; he
flew in space six times in all. For an
absolutely fascinating life’s story,
26 SPECTROSCOPYEUROPE

Figure 4. October 1971 portrait
photograph of John W. Young. Credit:
NASA

literally hundreds of memos on all
matters related to crew safety, most
definitely not afraid to ruffle more
than a few feathers when he felt
the need. Safety was foremost in
his mind. Young knew better than
anyone that space flight is a very
risky business, but he also knew
the importance of paying attention
to detail—and always doing things
right.
From this plethora of safety
missives, here is a small nugget—a
gem rather in the present context
(Reference 10, pp. 314–315):
“Sometimes the absurdity of
bureaucratic logic was tough to
take. Consider the case of the solid
rocket motor (SRM) igniter. At the
flight readiness review for STS-87
(….), we heard a report saying that
the solid rocket motor igniter had
undergone twelve changes. The
changes, along with some other
involving the manufacturer, has
occasioned the test-firing of six
new igniters. Something called
“Larson’s Binomial Distribution
Nomograph on Reliability and
Confidence Levels” indicated that
firing six igniters with zero failures gave us 89 % reliability with
50 % confidence. To raise that to
95 % reliability with 50 % confidence would take fourteen firings,
while raising it to 95 % reliability
with 90 % confidence would take
forty-three firings. So, stupid me,
I asked that we continue firing
igniters to upgrade our confidence. Clearly it was far cheaper,
I thought, to gain confidence than
to experience a failure of the SRM
igniter in what was only a flight
test.”
Not related to the present
column, but interesting, and funny,
is Young’s next paragraph:
“So, what was the response to
my suggestion? I was told that the
plant that manufactured the igniters had been moved. Later, I was
told that the manufacturing plant
had not been moved and, ‘therefore’, firing six igniters should be
enough. ‘Therefore?’”
www.spectroscopyeurope.com
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Epilogue: carrying over

Appendix

Where and how to find appropriate “magic numbers”
The Larson nomogram (Figure 5)
can be used to obtain the required
sample numbers presented in this
paper. This nomogram was developed in 1966, long before the proliferation of computers, and is based
on the binomial distribution. To use
the nomogram, draw a line from the
desired “confidence” to the “percent”
one is willing to allow to fail. The
intersection of that line to the line of
“n Sample size” gives the necessary
www.spectroscopyeurope.com
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So, no magic—just the right kind of
inferential statistics to the rescue
for this type of “difficult to sample”
lot or population.
However, an immediate apropos, which is non-negotiable: all
physical sampling of the individual
DUs selected and extracted, must
be compliant with the stipulations,
rules and demands for representative sampling laid down by the TOS.
This is an essential approach when
the destructive testing is required,
no exceptions.
There are many other types of
lots with similar characteristics as
the ones selected for illustration
here to be found across a very
broad swath of sectors in science,
technology, industry, trade and
environmental monitoring and
control. For example, from the
food and feed sector, from which
can be found key examples in
Reference 11. Or from the mining
realm: primary sampling of broken
ore accumulations12,13 as brought
to the mill in haphazardly collected
truck loads, while sampling for environmental monitoring and control
is a field in which the present
approach finds extensive applications. It is instructive to acknowledge that the within-DU as well
as the between-DU heterogeneity
characteristics from such dissimilar application fields, food vs ore
are identical, it is just a matter of
degree.2

an

99

d9

95 an

0

and

99

d 95
90 and 90

Number of
Defects

Figure 5. The Larson nomogram. Four circles indicate the required number
of samples, found where lines connecting the desired “Confidence” with
the desired “Percent” intersect the edge labelled “n Sample size”. Also note
bottom part where this edge is labelled “x Number of Defects” (see text).
Wikimedia Commons.

number of samples to inspect. With
this methodology, an exact determination is impossible, but readings
from the nomogram are consistent
with calculated values.
Larson developed this nomogram for lot acceptance sampling.
Lot acceptance sampling is where
and entire lot of individual DUs is
accepted or rejected, depending
on the acceptable failure rate of
individual DUs within the lot. This
is very common in statistical quality control. In traditional acceptance sampling any failure rate can
be established.
In the scenario presented in
this paper, the desired failure
rate is zero, but that cannot be
achieved without 100 % inspection. Therefore, there needs to be
balance between the economics of
100 % inspection and the possibility that (a) drum(s) may be mischaracterised.

The Larson nomogram also
provides values allowing for some
defects—notice that many more
samples are required in that case.
While it is statistically equivalent, this approach (allowing a few
defects) is not applicable for the
scenario used in this paper since
we here show the case in which we
are not willing to knowingly allow
any failing DUs. But this possibility offers an interesting view into
even more broad applications,
see, for example, References 3, 5,
14–17.
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